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Abstract

We address the problem of determining what fraction of the training set should be reserved
as development test set or validation set. We determine that the ratio of the validation set size
over the training set size scales like the square root of two complexity parameters: the complexity of the second level of inference (minimizing the validation error) over the complexity
of the rst level of inference (minimizing the error rate on the training set).
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Introduction
The problem often arises when organizing benchmarks in pattern recognition to determine what
size test set will give statistically signi cant results.
In a companion paper [1], we tackled the problem from the point of view of the benchmark
organizer: From a corpus of available data, how much data should be reserved for the benchmark
test set?
In this paper, we tackle the problem from the point of view of benchmark participants. The
benchmark participants do not have access to the benchmark test set until the nal test. During
the development period, it is common practice that benchmark participants reserve part of the
training data to test and compare various systems. Such a subset of the training data is usually
called development test set or validation set. The problem we address here is: how much data should
be reserved for the validation set? The optimum tradeo between having more data to train and
more data to validate must be found.
Cross-validation is a method of \model selection" which has be widely studied and criticized.
Foundational papers include [2, 3, 4] and recent contributions include [5, 6]. In this paper, our
emphasis is on exhibiting a simple and general scaling law which can guide experimentalists in
pattern recognition: the ratio of the validation set size over the training set size scales like the
square root of the complexity of the second level of inference (minimizing the validation error) over
the complexity of the rst level of inference (minimizing the error rate on the training set).
Our result is easy to remember, it does not require refering a complicated formula or worse to
an abacus. It does not contain parameters that are impossible to calculate (we shall explain how to
empirically obtain the complexity parameters). We make only a few simplifying hypotheses (large
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number of examples, small error rates) and we discuss how the solution is altered if alternative
hypotheses are made. Our hypotheses do not include assumptions on the nature of the target
function, noise level, nature and structure of hypothesis space and learning algorithm.
The problem of determining the size of the benchmark test set can be solved with classical
statistics. In contrast, the problem of determining the size of the validation set involves the complexity of the learning process and the theory of uniform convergence [7]. Our derivation method
follows similar lines as found in reference [5]: we bound the probability of error of the recognizer
selected by cross-validation using both classical bounds and VC-bounds [7]; we optimize the resulting bound for the training-validation split. Similarly also, we exhibit two \tradeo terms" the
balance of which decides of the optimum. In spite of the similarity of the method, the di erence in
the set of hypotheses made and in the de nition of the \tradeo terms" yield a di erent framework
to describe the problem and a di erent solution.
In reference [6], the authors seek the best training/validation split for a speci c problem: preventing overtraining of neural networks. They nd that the fraction of patterns reserved for the
validation set should be inversely proportional to the square root of the number of free adjustable
parameters. Our result generalizes and con rms their result.

1 Problem Statement and Notations
We call t the total size of the training database. We call g the fraction of t actually used for
training during the development period, referred to as \training set". We call f = 1 ? g the
remaining fraction of t used as \validation set".
We adopt the learning statement proposed in [7]: Training and test set patterns xk are drawn
randomly and independently from a source of patterns according to a xed but unknown probability
distribution. Patterns are labeled into class categories yk according to another xed but unknown
probability distribution P (yk jxk ). By \training" recognizer i, we mean selecting, in a family of
recognizers Hi, the recognizer which gives the smallest number of errors on the training set. Each
family of recognizer is characterized by its complexity hi which may or may not be related to
the VC-dimension [7], the description length [8], the number of adjustable parameters, or other
measures of complexity.
Consider a recognizer i trained with l examples. We call pi (l) its probability of error on patterns
distributed similarly to the training, validation and test patterns. We call p^i(l) its empirical error
rate calculated on the ft examples of the validation set. We call opt the \true" best recognizer, that
is the recognizer having the smallest probability of error popt(t) when the recognizers are trained
on all t examples. We call val the recognizer selected by cross-validation (see Figure 1).
We adopt the statement of cross-validation proposed [2]: Cross-validation consists in: (i) identifying among N families of recognizers Hi, the family Hval whose recognizer val has smallest number
of errors on the ft examples of the validation set, when all recognizers are trained on the remaining
gt examples, and (ii) training a new recognizer with all t examples (training set plus validation set)
in the family Hval . Step (ii) of our statement is often omitted by other others, but it has important implications in our derivation and it makes sense from the practical standpoint of benchmark
participants.
Note that opt is xed once the training data is given, whereas val is a function of the training/validation split. Our notation is elliptic since it does not precise val(f ). We omit the f for
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notation simplicity, but we want to emphasize that if gure 1-a, the dashed curve is the learning
curve of val(1 ? ga) and in gure 1-b, it is the learning curve of val(1 ? gb).
Testing consists of calculating the number of errors on an independent test set, distinct from
the training set and the validation set. To lift any remaining ambiguity, we refer to such set as
\benchmark test set".
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Figure 1. Learning curves. Recognizer val is the recognizer chosen by cross-validation by using gt
training examples and (1 ? g )t validation examples. It has the smallest error rate on the validation set
(point circled by a dashed line). Recognizer opt has the smallest probability of error when trained on
all t examples (point circled by a full line). We want to avoid the situation p^val (gt) < p^opt (gt) and yet
pval (t) > popt(t). This can arise in two limit case: (a) If g is too small, g = ga, the validation set is large
enough that the empirical error rates are very close to their mathematical expectations (^pval (gat) ' pval (ga t)
and p^opt (gat) ' popt(ga t)), but the learning curves may cross and it is possible that pval (gat) < popt(ga t)
while pval (t) > popt(t). The \learning curve" term dominates. (2) If g is too large, g = gb , the validation set
is too small and pval (gbt) and popt (gbt) are not estimated with enough precision from their empirical values.
It is possible that p^val (gb t) < p^opt (gbt) while pval (gb t) > popt(gb t). The \uncertainty term" dominates.

2 Result and proof sketch
We are going to show that the ratio f  =g of the optimum number of examples reserved for validation
over the corresponding number of examples reserved for training is proportional to the square root
of the ratio of two \complexity" parameters: the logarithm of the number of families of recognizers
considered, ln N , and the largest complexity parameter of all those families, hmax. The denominator
hmax is the complexity of the \ rst level" of inference, based on selecting the recognizer with smallest
training error. The numerator ln N is the complexity of the \second level" of inference, consisting
in choosing among all recognizers trained at the rst level the one with smallest validation error.
To reach this result, we shall make a number of simplifying hypotheses, including that the size
of the training database t is very large and that the error rate is very small. A discussion of the
hypotheses is reported in section 4.
To obtain f  we want to minimize the di erence in performance between the recognizer val
selected by cross-validation and the recognizer opt, that is we want to minimize pval(t) ? popt(t).
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We rewrite this di erence as the sum of 3 terms:

term 1
term 2
term 3
pval(t) ? popt(t) = [pval (t) ? pval(gt)] + [pval (gt) ? popt(gt)] + [popt(gt) ? popt(t)] .

(1)
Similarly as in reference [5], we will nd upper bounds for each term; we obtain our prediction
for f  by minimizing the resulting upper bound. The tradeo arises from the competition of two
terms: term 3, the \learning curve" term, and term 2, the \uncertainty" term (see Figure 1 and
2). Term 1 is always negative and will be dropped.

3 Proof

3.1 Learning curve term

First we address the problem of nding bounds for pval (t) ? pval (gt) and popt(gt) ? popt(t). We
obtain these di erences from \learning curves" which predict the probability of error as a function
of the number of training examples (see Figure 1). Several authors [9, 7, 10, 5] have proposed and
justi ed theoretically and experimentally learning curves of the type:

pi (l) = pi + hli
1

!

;

(2)

where l is the number of training examples and where 0:5    1. The complexity parameter hi
can be determined experimentally by curve tting [10].
These learning curves are assymptotically valid for large values of the training set size l. They
predict the expected value of the error rate for all samples of size l. For small samples, there is some
variance for the particular set of patterns that was drawn. We neglect that variance in this analysis
by assuming that l is suciently large in the region of interest and we assume that the learning
curve describes pi(l) for a particular sequence of patterns. We make the additional simplifying
assumption that  = 1. This last assumption is valid if the training error rate is vanishingly small
(\learnable rule"). See section 4 for a discussion of these hypotheses.
Let us consider the particular recognizer val(1 ? g) obtained with a training set of gt examples
and a validation set of ft = (1 ? g)t examples. Let us follow the learning curve of that particular
recognizer as a function of l. From Equation 2, we have:
(3)
term 1: p (t) ? p (gt) = h ( 1 ? 1 ) = ?f hval  0 ;
val

val
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t
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Term 1 is always negative or null. Therefore, we bound it by zero and drop it.
From Equation 2, we also have:
term 3: p (gt) ? p (t) = h ( 1 ? 1 ) = f hopt :
opt

opt

opt

gt

t

g t

(4)

Term 3 is a function of hopt. Since recognizer opt is unknown, we bound hopt by hmax, the
maximum complexity of the family of classi ers considered here:

term 3: popt(gt) ? popt(t)  fg hmax
t :
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(5)

3.2 Uncertainty term

Second, we address the problem of nding a bound for pval(gt) ? popt(gt). We can decompose it
into:

term 2

term 2a

term 2b

term 2c

pval(gt) ? popt(gt) = [pval (gt) ? p^val (gt)] + [^pval (gt) ? p^opt(gt)] + [^popt (gt) ? popt(gt)] ,
(6)
where the hat designates the empirical error rate calculated on the ft examples of the validation

set.
By de nition of the cross-validation procedure, p^val (gt)  p^opt(gt) and therefore term 2b is a
negative term. Thus we can write:

term 2
term 2a
term 2c
pval(gt) ? popt(gt)  [pval (gt) ? p^val (gt)] + [^popt (gt) ? popt (gt)] .

(7)
The error rate p^i calculated on a test set of size n, for a particular recognizer i, converges to
the probability of error pi, according to the law of large numbers. With probability (1 ? ):
jpi ? p^i j  "(n; ) :
(8)
Since opt is a particular unknown but \ xed" recognizer (not determined from data), inequality (8) applies to opt:

term2c : p^opt ? popt  "(n; ) :

(9)
Recognizer val is determined from the validation set itself and therefore inequality (8) is not
directly applicable to it. We shall bound the deviation jpval ? p^val j by the largest deviation supi jpi ?
p^ij.
From inequality (8):
Probafjpi ? p^ij > "(n; )g < :
(10)
Therefore, for N recognizers:

Probafsup jpi ? p^ij > "(n; )g <
i

Substituting by =N , we obtain:

N
X
i=1

Probafjpi ? p^i j > "(n; )g < N :

Probafsup jpi ? p^ij > "(n; =N )g <
Therefore, with probability (1 ? ):
hence:

i

:

(11)
(12)

sup jpi ? p^i j  "(n; =N ) ;

(13)

term2a : pval ? p^val  "(n; =N ) :

(14)

i

Note that this derivation is typical of the VC theory [7].
From inequalities (7), (9) and (14), and replacing the number of test examples n by the size of
the validation set ft, we obtain:
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term 2
term 2a term 2c
pval(gt) ? popt(gt)  "(ft; =N ) + "(ft; ) .

(15)

Various values of "(n; ) have been proposed in the literature. According to Cherno 's bound [11],
and using the hypothesis that the error rate p^i is small, the following value of "(n; ) is valid:

"(n; ) = C ln(1n= )

(16)

2
C
ln(
N=
term2 : pval (gt) ? popt(gt)  ft )

(17)

where C is a small constant, C  1:5. For a discussion of this bound, see section 4.
With this value of "(n; ), we obtain from Equation (15):
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Figure 2. Validation set size tradeo . Two terms are competing: the \learning curve" term tends to
increase the training set size (at the expense of the validation set size), whereas the \uncertainty" term
tends to increase the validation set size.

3.3 Result

We have bounded all the terms of Equation (1). By using the bounds of term 1 (zero), term 2
(inequality 17) and term 3 (inequality 5), we obtain:

f + C ln(N= 2) 1 :
pval (t) ? popt(t)  hmax
t g
t
f
The bound is a function u(f ) of the form (Figure 2):

\learning curve" term \uncertainty" term
u(f )=
a 1?f f
+ fb ,
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(18)

(19)

N:

Number of families of recognizers considered (e.g. N = 10).
Risk of being wrong (e.g. = 0:05).
Constant of Cherno bound (e.g. C = 1:5).
hmax: Largest complexity of the families of recognizers considered (e.g. hmax = 100). (a)
t:
Total size of the training database (e.g. t = 100; 000 examples).
f : Fraction of t that should be reserved for validation.
g: Fraction of t that should be reserved for training.
:
C:

f
g

=

s

C ln(N= 2 ) (b)
hmax

Table 1. Summary of the steps taken to determine the validation set size: (a) Notations and
typical values of the parameters. (b) Ratio of the number validation examples over the number of training
examples that minimizes a bound on di erence pval ? popt.

wherea = hmax
t
2)
C
b = ln(N=
t

(20)
(21)
(22)

If the proposed bound is tight, the minimum of the curve u(f ) informs us on the optimum
training-validation split. The derivative of u(f ) with respect to f is:

u0(f ) = (1 ?a f )2 ? fb2 :

(23)

The derivative is null for particular values f  and g of f and g such that:

s
f = b :
g
a

By replacing a and b by their values, we obtain the result of Table 1.
Alternatively:
f  = 1 +A A ;

(24)

(25)

where A = f =g given by Table 1. Note that fo A  1, f  ' A.

Numerical application
Let us consider a few typical values of the parameters: 95% con dence level ( = 0:05) and C = 1:5.
In Table 2, we give the values of f  obtained for various values of hmax and the number N of
recognizers involved in the cross-validation procedure.
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hmax N
1
5
10
50
100
500
1000
5000

1
0.75
0.57
0.49
0.30
0.23
0.12
0.09
0.04

5
0.77
0.60
0.52
0.32
0.25
0.13
0.10
0.05

10
0.78
0.61
0.53
0.33
0.26
0.14
0.10
0.05

50
0.79
0.63
0.55
0.35
0.28
0.15
0.11
0.05

100
0.80
0.64
0.56
0.36
0.29
0.15
0.11
0.05

Table 2. Values of f  when hmax and N vary, for C = 1:5 and = 0:05.

We notice that in the degenerate case N = 1, our method does not predict f  = 0, which would
be the logical answer. In this case pval (t) ? popt(t)  0 for all f , because there is only a single
recognizer. Any value of f  works. If the term ? ln 2 is ignored, we satisfy f  = 0 when N = 1.
Doing so does not dramatically change the other values and yet simpli es further the formula.
The value of hmax may be estimated from previous experiments, by tting empirical learning
curves with Equation (2), according to the method proposed in Reference [10]. hmax ' F=3,
where F is the number of free parameters, is a rule of thumb for neural networks trained with
\back-propagation" using \early stopping".

4 Discussion of the hypotheses

4.1 Learning curve term

Sample average and con dence interval.

Throughout the paper, we have considered only one particular split into training and validation
set for each value of f . The Equality in Equation (2), which implies that pi(l) represents an average
over all samples of size l, should be replaced by and inequality involving an error bar (or con dence
interval).
The VC-theory [7] provides us with such con dence intervals. With probability (1 ? ),

jpi(l) ? p~i(l)j < 2"(l; hi ; ) ;

(26)

where p~i(l) is the training error rate calculated on l examples and hi is the VC dimension, a
particular measure of complexity of the family of recognizers Hi. A complete formula for "(l; hi ; )
is given in Reference [7], page 157. Let us call "0(l; hi ; ) the quantity:
(27)
" (l; h ; ) = hi [ln(2l=hi ) + 1] ? ln(=10) :
0

i

l

For small values of the training error, p~i (l), " ' "0 whereas, for large values of p~i (l), " ' p"0. For
the purpose of making qualitative statements, the behaviour of the bound in between these two
linit case can be approximated by a power law: " ' ("0), with 0:5    1. The learning curves
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of Equation (2) can be connected to the VC-bound by making the following simpli cations:
(i) For large values of l, pi(l) and p~i(l) reach the assymptote p1
i symmetrically. The bound is split
1
1
into: pi ? p~i (l) < "(l; hi ; ) and pi(l) ? pi < "(l; hi ; ). This last bound is the learning curve of
interest to us.
(ii) ln(2l=hi ) + 1 ' 1. Keeping the log factor is a re nement that would considerably complicate
the solution but would not change the result qualitatively.
(iii) ln(=10)  hi. Dropping the term ln(=10) is clearly justi ed for typical values of hi (hi > 100)
and  ( = 0:05).

Value of the exponent.

Solving for f  by keeping the general exponent  (0:5    1) in Equation (2) does not yield
a simple and elegant solution. The exponent  = 1 chosen in our calculations corresponds to the
\learnable rule" case, that is the case of a vanishingly small training error. A large fraction of
pattern recognition problems closely ful ll this requirement. When our hypothesis is violated, we
can qualitatively understand the e ect of a smaller exponent  by looking at Figure 2. For typical
values of a = hmax=t  1=30, af=(1 ? f ) < 1 for the most part of the curve. Therefore, (af=(1 ? f ))
will be above af=(1 ? f ) near the minimum. This will tend to decrease the value of f . Therefore, if
our \learnable rule" hypothesis is violated, the value of f  proposed in Table 1 is an over-estimate.

4.2 Uncertainty term
Cherno bounds.

According to Cherno [11], The following bounds are valid with probability (1 ? ):

rp
p
pi ? p^i  ?2 ln n ;
rp
p
pi ? p^i  ? ?3 ln n :

where p^i is a test error rate calculated on n examples.
Let us call "0(n; ) the quantity:
"0(n; ) = ln(1n= ) :

(28)
(29)

p

p

(30)

For large values of pi , pi ' 1, the bounds (29) simplify to: pi ? p^i  2"0 and pi ? p^i  ? 3"0.
More re ned bounds can be obtained from (29) by solving a second degree equation (as explained
in Reference [7], page 148). For instance, the right side bound obtained is:

0

s

1

pi ? p^i  lnn @1 + 1 + ?2nlnp^i A :

(31)

For small values of p^i, these bounds simplify to: pi ? p^i  "0 and pi ? p^i  ? 23 "0.
For the purpose of making qualitative statements, we replace all these bounds by a simple power
law jpi ? p^i j  (C"0), where C is a constant and 0:5    1.

Value of the exponent.

In equation (16), we chose  = 1 and C  1:5 to simplify our calculations. This hypothesis
coresponds to a p^i vanishingly small. Applied to i = opt and i = val, this means that the error on
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the validation set of the recognizer opt and of the recognizer val should be close to zero (\learnable
rule" at the second level of inference). This simplifying hypothesis may be quite often violated.
The e ect of a smaller exponent than  = 1 on the \uncertainty" term can be qualitatively
understood from Figure 2. For typical values of b (b = C ln(N= 2 )=t  1=100), b=f < 1 for the
most part of the curve. Therefore, (b=f ) will be above (b=f ) near the minimum. This will tend
to increase the value of f . Therefore, if our hypothesis of small error rate on the validation set is
violated, the value of f  proposed in Table 1 is an under-estimate.

5 Conclusion
We derived a formula for splitting the training database into training set and validation set valid
for large training databases and small error rates.
If we call N is the number families of recognizers, hmax the largest complexityqof those families,
f the validation set size and g the training set size, the ratio f=g scales like ln N=hmax . For
instance, for N = 10, if hmax = 100, 25% of the training data should be reserved for validation
whereas if hmax = 1000, only 10% is sucient.
Although this framework is not perfect and makes some simplifying assumptions, it sheds some
light on the tradeo between training set size and validation set size. The training set serves
to determine the recognizers parameters ( rst level of inference) and the validation set serves to
select which family of recognizers performes best (second level of inference). We nd that optimum
training-validation split is monitored by the ratio of the complexity of these two levels of inference.
This work was originally motivated by the organization of the UNIPEN benchmark [12]. The
simplicity of our result should appeal to the experimentalists involved in the benchmark and to
others.
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